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As it concerns the study of environmental and architectural heritage in Piedmont, mountain country rural architecture is a unique and fundamental evidence in order to pass on the memory of a cultural past coming to the end. Alpine villages in Valli di Lanzo represent the expression of a series of architectural features with particular interest due to their historical and documental significance: aesthetic and environmental value – expressed through the masterly combination between natural landscape and human work – and the peculiarity of technical and structural solutions. Such characteristics appear to be more significant because they don’t reflect a precise project purpose, but they are the manifestation of both a spontaneous material culture and mountain man life conditions that moulded them in accordance with his needs and his experience.
The definition of this heritage, because of incomplete documentary archive sources, has been based, on one hand, from direct analysis of the outcomes currently recognizable on the territory and from the precise comparison with the historical cartography – made up uniquely on Catasto Rabbini (1860-1861). On the other hand, it was analyzed the cultural, environmental and economic background which determined the building types and their related functions, through the identification of the heterogeneous bibliography on the subject and the study of ancient law documents, the Statuta Lancei (1351) in particular.

In order to reflect the different spheres of analysis, the research work has been collected in two volumes and divided into three sections.

Part I is dedicated to the cultural and environmental knowledge of Valli di Lanzo – of which Val d’Ala, together with Val di Viù and Val Grande, makes part of a homogeneous district in terms of history and culture – in their different social, economic, infrastructural and local community values.

Part II considers the features of Val d’Ala architectural heritage, thanks to the definition of a well-constructed typological classification and the analysis of materials and structural techniques of the local tradition, with particular reference to the villages along the hillside in Ala di Stura area which have preserved the possibility to identify the ancient building.

Part III completes and defines furthermore the previous ones through an appendix which collects the inspection charts, drawn up during the survey in loco, and a glossary of dialectical terms related to the house building and the use of rural constructions.

Volume I includes the first two research sections, while Volume II contains the enclosures that compose the second one.

So thesis thematic chapters are backed with more technical documents, like the glossary and the charts, and enriched by a complete iconographic inventory.

Detail of a traditional roof
The main purpose of the work is to support the general knowledge of Valli di Lanzo and of a certain “mountain culture”, subject to a constant decline. With its disappearance we run the risk of losing an important heritage and entire settlements, representative of a certain way of buildings so essential and authentic that are part of the traditional Piedmont culture. In addition, the work of cataloguing, collecting and photographic research tries to make up the lack of written documents, putting itself as an objective reading of the current state of art and as cognitive basis for possible future conservations, done with a proper consciousness or for designing in the whole district of Valli di Lanzo.
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